1. Introduction. Define g(n, m) so that every integer ^m is a sum of g nth powers, while not every integer ^wisa sum of g-1 powers. It is customary to write gin) for g(n f 0) =g(n, 1). Quite recently I evaluated g(n) for every n>6.
For n=9 or 11, I evaluate gin, m) for each m below specified large values M. In particular, g(ll, M)=336 and g(9, M) = 163 are small compared with g(ll) =2132 and g (9) =548.
By use of the Hardy-Littlewood Theory and extensive tables, it was found that g(6) ^ 160. I here obtain g(6) = 110.
2. Asymptotic Theory. Recently I provedf that, if n^4, every integer ^ N is a sum of s -2 + 3k integral nth powers = 0, where the quantities are defined as follows. Let p e be the highest power of the prime p which divides n. Write 7 = 0 + 1 if p>2,
Then the conditions on s (for Lemma B of A) are s>2n, s^m + 1, for every prime p. They hold for s ^13 if n = 6, and for s^2n + l if n is an odd prime or its square. -log c = log » + {n + 1) log 3 + 2n 2 log 2 + n(2n -l)û(b),
where z is positive and so small that and l+15b is a sum of 129 eleventh powers. By ascents, all between 2 and L 0 = 33 348 227X10 6 are sums of 171, and all between / and L t are sums of t+171, where * R. C. Shook, University of Chicago Dissertation, 1934 . t This Bulletin, vol. 39 (1933 Elsewhere* I proved that 302 eleventh powers suffice from j = 2d+e = 460 453 306 to j+14c and are necessary for j + 66a + 8^ + 9^+1416, while by ascent 321 powers suffice from j to far beyond /.
LEMMA 2. Every integer ^j is a sum of 341 eleventh powers.
5. To obtain further results for n = 11, employ
(1) 6 = 86a+1019, c = 23b + 38a + 1139,
(2) d = lie + 156 + 16a + 808, e = Id + 5c + 14a -11.
My method f to construct an algebraic table of minimum decompositions is based on leaders L. Since L has a decomposition into fewer powers, the same is true of the sum of L and any linear function. The leaders <e are 173a( = 10 + 2b), 64a + 165è, 36a + 189b, 356b, 253b + c, 75a + 38b + 10c, 86a + 27c f 164& + 28c, 24a+ 1406 +29c, 35a + 13b+46c, 115& + 65c, 82c, 126a+d, 127b+d, 115a + 63b + 2d, 87a + 87b + 2d, 4 :0a + 25b + 3d. a, b, c, d are ^-86, -23, -11, -7, respectively, by (1) and (2), and which have no leader as component. We obtain 87a -6 = 1029, 25 equations in a, b, c, 33 with -d, 25 with -2d, 17 with -3d, 14 with -4a 7 , 12 with -Sd, 10 with -6d, and 8 with -7d.
Employ linear homogeneous functions in which the coefficients of
We shall say that there is a peak (x, m), or peak x at m, if m is a sum of x, but not fewer, ^th powers, while all integers >m are sums of fewer than x powers. Thus m is the greatest integer requiring x nth powers. If (x', m') and (x, m) are consecutive peaks, every integer between m' and m is a sum of x nth powers. Rs, tn + 22b) is a peak. Together, these give the peaks with x = 1185, 1092, 1066, 973, 954, 947, 861, 854, 838, 745, 719, 626, 600, 507, 481 . The earlier peaks are (2132, u = 85a + 2047), (1211, u + 22b) . Thelater peaks are (454, d+4c + 9b + 5a + 529) , (383, 2d + 2c + 16b + 24a+1769) , (373, w+47a + 769), (372, w + 75a + 740), (357, w + 83a + 740) , (354, 3d + 2c + 17b + 36a + 762) , (336, 6d + 2c+17b + 36a + 743) , where w = 2d + 2c+17b. (207, 3c + 12b + 25a + 269) , (194, 5c+126 + 25a + 254) , then (x -5, ra + 12a) is a peak. The further peaks are (548, 37a + 511), (333, 126 + 37a + 284), (208, 2c+37a + 390) , (195, 4c+37a + 375) , (182, 6c+37a + 360) , (181, a* + 66 + 25a + 220), (177, </ + 76 + 12a+492), (176, d + 7b + 26a+477) , (175, d+Sb + 2a + 235) ,(169,a 7 + 86 + lla+220), (163, 2a T + 116 + 12a+473).
If (x, m) is any of these peaks except
* This Bulletin, vol. 40 (1934) , pp. 487-493.
The first four peaks give the greatest integers requiring 548, 333, 314, 309 ninth powers, respectively. There is very strong evidence that a like result holds for the next 15 peaks. For example, all integers between e+d and e + 2d are sums of 128 ninth powers; all between e+2d and e + 3d are sums of 125.
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